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Dear Members of FEPTO, 

Dear Colleagues, 

  

 

In a few weeks our forthcoming FEPTO Conference and our 
FEPTO Annual Meeting in Marathon/Greece will take place. 
We will have the honour to be a guest in a country which gave 

Europe not only its name, but laid also the foundation for our European civilization. More than 
two thousands years later, this rich ancient culture is still a powerful inspiration for all of us and 
a timeless witness of human capacity to grow and to develop socially and culturally as human 
beings. 

However, Greece is much more than ancient history or a fantastic touristic destination 
for people who are enjoying the hospitality of the people, appreciating the richness of the cul-
ture and admiring the beauty of this country. Right now we can see in Greece like in a focal 
point the struggle of Europe dealing with its cultural, political and economic challenges. We see 
European integration and at the same time forces of discrimination and disintegration. We see 
people who are escaping from war, destruction and poverty and a Europe who is struggling 
with its identity and borders. Refugees are facing a Europe which is caught in an internal strug-
gle between an attitude of openness and exclusion. In this context Greece appears either as a 
bridge to an open Europe or as an outpost of a European fortress protected by fences and 
walls. It is not only Greece, but Europe as a whole who is struggling for its future. 

The shadows and the unspoken in our groups, organizations and societies will be ad-
dressed in the FEPTO Conference “Shedding Light on the Shadows. Voicing the unspoken in 
psychodrama”. Greek mythology as well as modern approaches will be explored to uncover the 
unspoken and hidden forces of our social and cultural worlds. 

And what about the shadows and the unspoken in FEPTO? We as psychodramatists 
claim to have methods, techniques and tools to foster human and social development. But do 
we really make a difference? Or do we offer just more of the same?  Are we capable to deal 
with our own challenges in different institutes and countries?  Or do we follow the same de-
structive forces of exclusion, fights and destruction? Let´s explore it in Marathon. 

“Cooperation in times of conflict and change” is the topic of our FEPTO Annual Meeting. 
The only constant in life is change and transformation. And changes are always connected with 
conflicts. It is up to the capacity of humans and their individual and social resources whether 
people tend to constructive or destructive answers towards conflicts. Cooperation is needed 
and has to be actively aimed at. 

Johannes Krall & Milena 

Mutafchieva 
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As FEPTO we have to broaden our scope and to integrate different applications of psy-
chodrama. Apart from psychotherapy training new generations are trained to work in other 
fields as adult educators, social workers, organizational counsellors and community workers. 
Psychodrama with children in different settings needs our support to develop its professional 
network in Europe and Mediterranean countries. The same is true for sociodrama training, 
which is a growing field and should be addressed more specifically in FEPTO. Irrespective of 
their status as informal groups, network groups or new projects we should provide them a 
place within our organizational structure of FEPTO. 

As a Council we are really pleased to see how many people have already registered to 
participate in the Conference and in the Annual Meeting. In addition, three psychodrama train-
ing institutes have applied to become our new members. All information about them and the 
application procedure can be found in the previous FEPTO News and on our website 
(fepto.com). We are very confident that they are well prepared to get our support and a warm 
welcome in Marathon. 

All these processes and activities in FEPTO are a clear sign that we are developing as 
a community – even though the way of FEPTO is not always easy and harmonious. Despite 
all difficulties and unresolved conflicts we see a lot of cooperation in our community. As a 
Council we want to foster cooperation and strengths in FEPTO, but also to address challeng-
es and conflicts which will bring us further.  

We wish you a good time and a safe trip to Marathon. 
  

See you soon, 

Hannes & Milena 

(president@fepto.com; vicepresident@fepto.com) 

 

Source: http://www.tcps.on.ca/ 


